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Each week, Binance News hosts a minigame called Crypto WODL, in which players may win crypto
prizes by correctly guessing a set of mystery words. Here are the guidelines for playing:

You have six guesses at the daily secret word (WODL). No matter how well or poorly you guessed
the WODL, you can earn an extra WODL by simply forwarding the day’s most popular Binance News
story to a friend.

Each day, in addition to the regular WODL, a special WODL will be made available to players. If you
make five correct predictions by (date), you’ll be entered into a drawing for 10,000 BUSD.

This week’s WODL focuses on all things DeFi. There will be four weeks of WODLs total, and each
week will have a unique focus. Each new weekly topic will be announced on the Binance News
homepage every Monday at 00:00 (UTC).

Look more:Binance Crypto Wodl Answer –Beginner’s Guide

Win Binance Crypto Wodl-Guide
There is a daily limit of 2 WODL games for crypto players.

If you get 5 questions right during the Activity Period, you’ll be able to split $10,000 in BUSD prizes
among the correct participants.

Look more: Binance Crypto Wodl Answer Today: Find the Right Word and Win $SAND!

How to Play Binance Crypto Wodl
You have 6 chances to pick the right crypto WODL.
With each new guess, the tiles’ colors will shift to reflect how near you were.
If a letter is in the right place, it will turn green.
When a letter is present in the word but in the wrong place, it will be highlighted in yellow.
The absence of the letter is indicated by the color black.
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How to Obtain the Binance Daily Second WODL
After playing the first game, select “Get A New WODL,” then share the day’s Binance news via social
media to unlock a bonus game.
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Possible Binance Crypto WODL Word List
 

8 Letter Binance Crypto WODL Word:

CONTRACT

7 Letter Binance Crypto WODL Word:

FARMING

6 Letter Binance Crypto WODL Word:

FUTURE, CRYPTO, ORACLE, MINING,

5 Letter Binance Crypto WODL Word:

YIELD, BUILD, TRADE, BUIDL, CHAIN, STAKEBLOCK

4 Letter Binance Crypto WODL Word:

BURN, CEFI, BUSD, FUND, SWAP, DAPP. POOL VOTE, HODL, LABS, SAFU, MOON WODL SALE

3 Letter Binance Crypto WODL Word:

ATH, BNB, PAY, APY, TVL, KYC, BTC, BSC, KEY

 

Want to Know more about Binance Crypto Wodl Answer ? You can click BTCC for more information!

Founded in June 2011, BTCC is a cryptocurrency exchange based in London, UK. We are dedicated
to making crypto trading reliable and accessible to everyone. As the world’s longest-running
cryptocurrency exchange, BTCC has always put a strong emphasis on improving every aspect of
trading, striving to create a fair trading atmosphere for all crypto lovers around the world.

With the help of differentiation strategy, BTCC has steadily grown in markets with different
customer groups, meeting the needs of all levels of investors from beginners to professionals. Our
demo trading account as well as our daily, weekly, and perpetual futures suit the preferences and
goals of different investors.

Look more: BTCC vs ByBit in 2022: Is BTCC Superior to ByBit?
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